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Date: Thu, 27 Aug 1998 19:54:53 -0400
From: Charles Rockett <Chukrock@compuserve.com>
To: unlisted-recipients:; (no To-header on input)
Cc: Peter Mark Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Captain Whitlock

[The following text is in the "ISO-8859-1" character set]
[Your display is set for the "US-ASCII" character set]
[Some characters may be displayed incorrectly]

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject: Captain Whitlock
Date: 27-Aug-98 at 14:51
From: Nancy P Goodwin, [105336,22]
TO: Charles Rockett,[74651,1630]

[Error in "To: " field address]31%TO: Charles Rockett,[74651,1630]

Hi Chuck,
My edition of "Arizona Place Names" by Byrd H. Granger (1977) is not going
to be of much help, but here is what it says on page 133:

WHITLOCK VALLEY
El.: c. 3500'

Loc.: Graham (county)
Captain Whitlock (first name not known) prior to 1880 is

said to have commanded U.S. troops in a fight with Apaches at Whitlock Cienega, now
called Whitlock Valley.

Whitlock Hills

Loc.: East end upper San Simon Valley

Graham
Whitlock Peak

Loc.: Peloncillo
Mountains on line between Graham and Greenlee counties.

Graham
Whitlock Sink

(see below)
Parks Lake
Graham

Jim B. Parks, a cattleman, was well known. This
is an earlier name for Whitlock Sink.

Note: I do not have a Spanish-English dictionary with me, but I'm
quite sure "cienega" means

"a marsh." In Captain Whitlock's day, the water table was much
higher than it is today and



Arizona had water where there isn't any today. I have never been to
Graham county, so I don't

know if Whitlock Valley has running water, now. The fact that there
is a lake and that the

population is less dense than the Tucson area is an indication that there could be
running water.
Since my book is so old, perhaps some information about Captain Whitlock
has been found more recently than 1977. You could write to the Arizona
State Archives and ask if they have his first name.

Arizona State Archives
Capitol Building
1700 Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007

When I called the State info number in Tucson, I was told the phone number
is 1-800-255-5841, I don't know if this is for the archives or for the
whole building.
I hope this helps. If Lt. Ambrose Whitlock is in your ancestry you
probably should ask for whatever info the Arizona State Archives has on the
above Captain Whitlock, he might be a relative, if not actually Lt.
Ambrose. If there is any problem about sending info to someone who is not
90%above Captain Whitlock, he might be a relative, if not actually Lt.
Ambrose. If there is any problem about sending info to someone who is not
a resident of Arizona, let me know. I've been paying taxes here since 1946
and have also donated materials to the genealogical department of the
archives.
Happy hunting, Nancy

[END of message]
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